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The B0s → µ+µ−γ decay offers sensitivity to a wider set of effective operators than
its non-radiative counterpart B0s → µ+µ−, and a set that is interesting in the light of
present-day discrepancies in flavour data. On the other hand, the direct measurement
of the B0s → µ+µ−γ decay poses challenges with respect to the B0s → µ+µ− one. We
present a novel strategy to search for B0s → µ+µ−γ decays in the very event sample
selected for B0s → µ+µ− searches. The method consists in extracting the B0s → µ+µ−γ
spectrum as a “contamination” to the B0s → µ+µ− one, as the signal window for the
latter is extended downward with respect to the peak region. We provide arguments for
the actual practicability of the method already on Run-2 data of the LHC.
The B0s → µ+µ− decay is one of the cleanest low-energy probes of physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM). The presence of new dynamics at scales above the electroweak one can
be probed most generally by adopting an effective-field theory approach, whereby beyond-
SM physics manifests itself as shifts to the Wilson coefficients of the operators of the b→ s``
effective hamiltonian. In this context, the B0s → µ+µ− decay is sensitive to the scalar and
pseudoscalar operators O(′)S,P , and to the operator O10, defined as (see for example [1])
OS = αem
4pi
mb s¯PRb ¯`` , OP = αem
4pi
mb s¯PRb ¯`γ5` , O10 = αem
4pi
s¯γµPLb ¯`γµγ5` , (1)
with O′S,P defined from the unprimed counterparts via the replacements PR → PL and
mb → ms in Eq. (1). Within the SM, to an excellent approximation only the operator O10
contributes. The good agreement between the SM prediction [2]
B(B0s → µ+µ−)SM = (3.65± 0.23)× 10−9 (2)
and the current best measurement [3]
B(B0s → µ+µ−)exp = (2.8+0.7−0.6)× 10−9 = (0.76+0.20−0.18)× B(B0s → µ+µ−)SM , (3)
forces scalar and pseudoscalar contributions to negligible values [4, 5]. On the other hand
.O(15%) new contributions to the Wilson coefficient of the operator O10 are allowed by
present errors, and actually favoured – provided they are in destructive interference with the
SM contribution – by the about 25% too low central value in Eq. (3).
Adding a photon to the final state, namely considering the B0s → µ+µ−γ decay, yields
an observable sensitive not only to O10, but also to O9 and to the electromagnetic-dipole
operator O7, as well as to their chirality-flipped counterparts [6–11]. (The sensitivity to O7
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occurs for values of the final-state invariant mass squared close to zero; as our discussion
will be concerned with the high invariant-mass region, this operator will not be considered
any further.) Increasing the number of observables sensitive to these operators, especially
O9 and O10, is very important in the light of present data. In fact, the LHCb experiment as
well as the B factories performed a number of measurements of b → s transitions, and the
overall agreement with the SM is less than perfect. Discrepancies concern in particular:
• the ratio RK of the branching fractions for B+ → K+`+`−, with ` = µ, e [12]
RK ≡ B(B
+ → K+µ+µ−)
B(B+ → K+e+e−) , (4)
showing a 2.6σ deficit with respect to the SM [13–16];
• the absolute B+ → K+µ+µ− branching ratio [17, 18], about 30% lower than the SM
[19–21];
• the measurement of B(B0s → φµ+µ−) [22, 23], lower than the SM prediction by more
than 3σ [22];
• the angular distribution of the B0 → K∗0`+`− decays and, most notably, the quantity
known as P ′5 [24], measured by both LHCb [25, 26] and Belle [27], whose theoretical
error is, however, still debated [28–32].
Remarkably, one can find a consistent theoretical interpretation of all these discrepancies,
as well as of the last equality in Eq. (3), within an effective-theory approach [5, 33–36].
Data can be accounted for at one stroke with new contributions to C9 only, or jointly to
C9 and C10. Furthermore, the indications of new-physics (NP) couplings preferring muons
over electrons can be accommodated by invoking an effective interaction coupled dominantly
(before electroweak-symmetry breaking) to third-generation fermions [37]. This possibility
would even allow to relate the mentioned b → s discrepancies with others existing in b → c
transitions [38].
Given its sensitivity to C9 and C10 alike, the radiative decay B
0
s → µ+µ−γ offers an
additional probe into physics beyond the SM, and in particular a probe of couplings that
are interesting in the light of current data. However, the direct measurement of radiative
hadron decays is harder with respect to their non-radiative counterparts for various reasons.
First, the detection and reconstruction efficiency of a photon is typically smaller than the
one of charged tracks. Secondly, the energy being shared with the additional photon makes
the other daughter particles softer, yielding smaller trigger and reconstruction efficiencies.
Furthermore, the invariant mass reconstructed in decays with photons has, at these energies,
a worse resolution than in decays without. This in turn leads to a larger background under
the signal peak. The above considerations hold in particular for hadron-collider experiments,
due to the high occupancy of typical events, and for low-energy processes such as those of
interest to flavour physics. Despite these difficulties, rare radiative decays with branching
ratios of order 10−6 ÷ 10−7 have been observed and exploited for NP searches by several
experiments, see [39] for a recent review. However, the rates just mentioned are still very
‘abundant’ if compared to the B0s → µ+µ− decay and its radiative counterpart. The latter
poses therefore a formidable challenge for direct detection.
In this paper we propose a method to search for B0s → µ+µ−γ events in the very same event
sample selected for the B(B0s → µ+µ−) measurement. In one sentence, the method consists in
measuring B0s → µ+µ−γ as “contamination” to B0s → µ+µ−, by suitably enlarging downward
the signal window for the latter search. This possibility requires a number of qualifications,
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Figure 1: Breakup of the full B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum (solid blue) – calculated in Ref. [11], denoted
as MN in the legend – into its pure ISR component (long-dashed blue), FSR one (medium-dashed
blue), and ISR-FSR interference (dot-dashed blue). We also report the B0s → µ+µ− + nγ spectrum
in the soft-photon approximation (dotted orange) from Ref. [43], denoted as BGGI in the legend.
since the B0s → µ+µ− measurement itself comes with some subtleties as far as photons are
concerned – notably the treatment of soft final-state radiation.
In an idealised measurement, the B0s → µ+µ− decay appears as a peak in the invariant
mass squared of the two final-state muons, with negligible intrinsic width.1 Already at
this level, however, the ‘definition’ of the final-state muons is complicated by the fact that
they emit soft bremsstrahlung, giving rise to B0s → µ+µ− + nγ decays, with the n photons
undetected. This effect is however well known [40–42]. As reappraised in Ref. [43], it can be
summed analytically to all orders in the soft-photon approximation, yielding a multiplicative
correction to the non-radiative rate. This contribution skews downwards the peak region of
the B0s → µ+µ− distribution, as shown by the dotted orange curve of Fig. 1.
In order to compare the measured B0s → µ+µ− rate with the theoretical one [2], the
mentioned soft-radiation tail due to B0s → µ+µ− + nγ needs to be subtracted off. For
example, a B0s → µ+µ− signal window extending down to about 5.3 GeV is equivalent to a
single-photon energy cut Eγ ' 20÷100 MeV, amounting to a negative shift of B(B0s → µ+µ−)
as large as 15% [43]. Experimentally, the radiative tail is obtained and taken into account
using Monte Carlo B0s → µ+µ− events with full detector simulation and with bremsstrahlung
photon emission modelled through the Photos application [44]. The advantage of this
approach over the analytic one [43] is that the correction factor is already adjusted for
detector efficiencies.
For softer and softer photons (or equivalently for mµ+µ− closer and closer to the B
0
s peak
region), the single-photon component in B(B0s → µ+µ− + nγ) is expected to match the
radiative branching ratio B(B0s → µ+µ−γ), as computed in Ref. [11] to leading order in αem
(see also update in Ref. [45]).2 This is indeed the case, as shown by comparing the solid
1 The experimental resolution in the muon momenta gives this peak an approximately Gaussian shape, the
width being for example of about 25 MeV for the LHCb experiment and ranges from 32 to 75 MeV for the
CMS experiment [3].
2 In this spirit, we would also expect the ISR component of the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum calculated in
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Figure 2: Fraction of the full B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum as a function of the chosen signal-region lower
bound mISRµµ , for three scenarios, specified in the legend. See text for details.
blue distribution with the dotted orange one in Fig. 1. We can actually go farther in this
comparison by separating the contributions due to photons emitted from final-state leptons
– to be denoted as final-state radiation (FSR) – with respect to the rest – to be collectively
referred to as initial-state radiation (ISR) contributions. This separation makes sense to
the extent that we can identify two regions in mµµ where only one of the two contributions
is dominant. The breakup of the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum into its different components
is likewise reported in Fig. 1. As well known, the FSR contribution is dominant for soft
photons (or high mµµ), whereas the ISR one dominates for harder and harder photons,
namely as mµµ decreases from the peak region. The crossover region between the two
contributions is at mµµ ≈ 5.0 GeV. More importantly for our purposes, the contribution
from the interference term is always below 1% of the total spectrum.3 This holds true fairly
generally also beyond the SM. In particular, shifts in C9 and C10 with opposite sign with
respect to the respective SM contributions, as hinted at by the recent b → s discrepancies
mentioned earlier, tend to decrease the interference term even further. As a consequence,
the ISR and FSR contributions can be treated as two basically independent spectra.
In short, to the extent that the FSR contribution can be systematically subtracted off, as is
the case for B0s → µ+µ− searches, one can measure the ISR component of the B0s → µ+µ−γ
spectrum – and thereby the B0s → µ+µ−γ differential rate – as “contamination” of B0s →
µ+µ− candidate events as the signal window is enlarged downwards. We note that such
contamination is, in principle, already present in existing B0s → µ+µ− searches. However,
it is negligible in the typical window of ±3÷ 5 standard deviations around the B0s → µ+µ−
peak, and its smooth distribution can be absorbed in other background distributions due,
Ref. [46] to match, in the mµ+µ− region close to the endpoint of this distribution, the corresponding spectrum
calculated in Ref. [11]. We actually find that, while the two distributions have a similar shape, the distribution
from [46] is, in the mentioned mµ+µ− region, a factor of almost 4 above the one in [11]. Barring a normalisation
typo in Ref. [46], we are unable to physically interpret this difference.
3 On the correct sign of the interference term see Ref. [47].
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Figure 3: Dimuon invariant mass distribution from LHCb’s measurement of B(B0s → µ+µ−) [52]
overlayed with the contribution expected from B0s → µ+µ−γ decays (ISR only). Assumes flat ef-
ficiency versus mµ+µ− . The line denoted as ‘B
0
s → µ+µ−γ NP’ refers to the V − A case with
δC9 = −12%CSM9 (see also Fig. 2). The two filled curves are not stacked onto each other.
for example, to combinatorial background or partially reconstructed B decays. For this
reason it was typically not included as separate component in recent B0s → µ+µ− decay
measurements [52–54].
On the other hand, as the signal window is enlarged downwards, the ISR component of
the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum becomes sizable. Fig. 2 shows in more detail how large this
contamination is expected to be. The figure displays the fraction of the full B0s → µ+µ−γ
spectrum as a function of the chosen value for mISRµµ for the SM case, as well as for the two
scenarios that best fit the b→ s anomalies: one with a V −A shift to C9 and C10, and such
that δC9 = −12%CSM9 , the other with a C9-only shift such that δC9 = −30%CSM9 [5]. The
figure reveals that this fraction is larger within the SM than in the considered NP scenarios.
For example, it is about 4.8% in the SM for a B0s → µ+µ− signal window extending down
to mISRµµ = 4.6 GeV, whereas it is about 4% in the V −A scenario.
We also note that the associated event yield is large, comparable to that for the B0s →
µ+µ− signal, because the B0s → µ+µ−γ rate integrates to a total branching ratio of about
2 × 10−8 [11], an order of magnitude above the B0s → µ+µ− one. The expected size of the
B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3, by superimposing this spectrum to the recent
LHCb B0s → µ+µ− analysis of Ref. [52]. We show the case of a SM signal as well as the NP
case mentioned earlier, namely δC9 = −δC10 = −12%CSM9 . From the absolute size of these
curves we can already infer that NP scenarios with the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum enhanced by
orders of magnitude with respect to the SM are unlikely in the light of data: as shown in
Fig. 3, a factor of 10 enhancement would result in a substantial distortion of the measured
spectrum from mµµ ' 5.1 GeV downwards.
The B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum shown in Fig. 3 is obtained from our theoretical calculation,
i.e. it is not a fit to existing B0s → µ+µ− data. The spectrum assumes that normalisation
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and efficiency be equal to those of the B0s → µ+µ− distribution itself. This is exactly true
by definition at the endpoint mµµ = mB0s , and increasingly less so for lower masses, due to
the various selection criteria. For example, typical analyses enforce pointing requirements
with respect to the primary interaction vertex, and the latter are less satisfied when an
additional undetected photon is present. These issues can only be validated in full Monte
Carlo simulations of the considered experiment and analysis.
With enough statistics, one can go beyond the integrated B0s → µ+µ−γ branching ratio,
and measure the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum. This could be within reach of LHC experiments
with Run 2 data. In fact, shifts to the differential branching ratio are roughly linear in shifts
to C9 or C10. Therefore, for a C9 or C10 deviation of the order of 15% (as hinted at by the
global fits to b → s data), the corresponding variation in the spectrum is expected to be
about 15% as well. Then, a fit to data could resolve such shift at one standard deviation for
an event yield of about 50.
The above argument is of statistical nature only, i.e. it disregards systematic uncertainties.
There are two prominent sources of such errors. The first is the theoretical error associated
to the B0s → µ+µ−γ spectrum prediction [11]. The dominant source of uncertainty in this
respect is by far the one associated to the B0s → γ vector and axial form factors, defined
from the relations [11]
〈γ(k, )|s¯γµγ5b|B0s (p)〉 = ie ∗ν (gµνpk − pνkµ)
FA(q
2)
MB0s
,
〈γ(k, )|s¯γµb|B0s (p)〉 = e ∗ν µνρσpρkσ
FV (q
2)
MB0s
. (5)
To the authors’ knowledge, no first-principle calculation of these form factors exists, for
example within lattice QCD. The form-factor predictions used in this work are obtained
from the recent analysis [48] of heavy-meson transition form factors, based on the relativistic
constituent quark model [49, 50]. The analytic expressions for the form factors from the
constituent quark model reproduce the known results from QCD for heavy-to-heavy and
heavy-to-light form factors [51]. Form-factor predictions within this model are thereby at-
tached an uncertainty of about 10%, implying a 20% uncertainty on the branching-ratio
prediction. It is clear that such level of accuracy is not sufficient to clearly resolve the effects
expected from new physics (see legend of Fig. 2). However, what is needed for the proposed
method are the form factors in the high-q2 range close to the kinematic endpoint. This range
is the preferred one for lattice-QCD simulations.
The second potential source of systematic uncertainty for our method is of experimental
nature. The impact of this uncertainty depends on the actual possibility to well constrain the
other background components populating the signal window as it is enlarged towards lower
values. This part of the spectrum, in addition to combinatorial background, consists mainly
of semileptonic decays in the form B → h±µ∓ν(+X), where h is a pion or kaon misidentified
as muon and X can be any other possible hadron (not reconstructed), and rare decays such as
B0,+ → h0,+µ+µ−, which do not need any misidentification. While the semileptonic decays
do not represent a problem as they can be constrained from control channels directly in data,
the rare decays need to be estimated with a combination of experimental measurements and
theoretical inputs; as an example the B0 → pi0µ+µ− decay is not yet observed experimentally
and is currently constrained using the spectral shape measured from the B+ → pi+µ+µ−
decay and theoretical estimates of the ratio of the two branching fractions [3, 52]. The
specific details on how to treat the single sources of backgrounds will have to be addressed
by the single experiments depending on the experimental capabilities, but we do not foresee
these to be irreducible backgrounds.
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We emphasize that our proposed method is potentially applicable to several other decays
– in principle the radiative counterpart of any two-body decay whereby the initial-state
meson mass is completely reconstructible. Straightforward examples are provided by all the
other Bq → `+`−γ modes, for which the only existing limits concern B0 → e+e−γ or µ+µ−γ
with a technique based on explicit photon reconstruction [55]. Serious consideration of these
decays will be timely when mature measurements of the corresponding non-radiative decays
will become available.
In conclusion, we presented a novel method for the extraction of the B0s → µ+µ−γ spec-
trum at high m2µµ. The method avoids the drawbacks of explicit photon reconstruction, and
takes advantage of the fact that this spectrum inevitably contaminates the B0s → µ+µ−
event sample as the m2µµ signal window is enlarged downward. Fig. 3 shows that order-of-
magnitude enhancements of the B0s → µ+µ−γ decay rate are unlikely, already in the light of
existing data below mµµ ' 5.1 GeV. More likely, the measurement will involve a dedicated
fit by experiments, and this is where our method may make the difference. This method can
realistically be applicable in LHC Run 2 data, and would thereby allow to set the first limit
for B(B0s → µ+µ−γ), or provide the first measurement thereof.
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